Mission Comet ISON – Spaceship Phoenix
Commander Hatonn via Michael Beuger – 2013-12-03
My beloved ones,
This message is because of the great importance of comet ISON for your Earth and because of all existing confusion about this subject.
Is ISON a comet, like scientists and common media are pretending? Or a Pleiadian spacecraft? At the moment, this object represents both.
I will give you some more explanation, as far as is useful in the present stage.

Background information about comet ISON
Comet ISON – official name C/2012 S1 – was discovered 2012-09-21 by two Russian amateur astronomers. C/ means, that this is not a
returning comet, but newly emerged from the periphery of our planetary system. It surely was a rather huge one. A full collission on Earth would
cause an immense, worldwide disaster. Around 2013-11-28, ISON was expected tp loup our Sun at the distance of about two million kilometer.
And then pass Earth at the safe distance of at least 60 million kilometer. At Christmas time it would radiate like a second Star of Bethlehem.

ISON seems to disobey some laws of nature
Since its discovery, ISON steps on the throat of various scientific expectations. Its chemical composition does not match, it suddenly turned
green, got side wings and abandons its calculated courses. It approached the Sun too near, which on the one hand could cause its destruction.
Like what happened to comet Shoemaker – Levy 9, when it crashed into our gaseous planet Jupiter in 1994 and disappeared completely.
On the other hand, ISON could survive this Solar passage and hence follow an unpredictable course. Something in between happened.
After entering the Solar corona and its heat of about 5000 Centigrade, it resurrected like the mythological firebird Phoenix from its ashes.
Scientist cannot predict its future fate yet. Statements, that ISON still was destroyed almost completely, are false. When an object becomes
invisible, this does not prove that it does not exist any more.

The truth about ISON
Since 1996 – the year of the spiritual awakening of Michael – several crop circles appeared in the form of ISON, complete with side wings.
As soon as ISON approached the Sun, we coupled the comet to our spaceship Phoenix and corrected its course. All its unuseful material we
dumped into the Sun, which operation was indeed very risky. Like Ashtar, I am an experienced commander. During this manoever, I handled the
craft in person. We are now heading towards Earth, with Pleiadians, Arcturians, Andromedans and other species on board.

Background information about spaceship Phoenix
One of our largest vessels is the New Jerusalem, with Ashtar as chief commander and with Jesus frequently on board. This rather new ship
hovers close to Earth, but is invisible for most of the inhabitants. The rather huge craft Phoenix is simply visible and hundreds of thousands of
years old. It was originally built by Arcturians, but soon donated to their friends, the Pleiadians. Phoenix underwent many rebuildings and fulfilled
various functions, both simultaneously and consecutively. In 2012 – after the fusion of the Galactic Federation with the Andromeda Union – it
was renewed thorougly and equipped with advanced Andromedan technology. Therefore, its main present function is the tecnical management
of celestial bodies.

Future course of Mission ISON
It is our purpose to approach Earth as close as possible. Preferibly to facilitate total Disclosure. A Disclosure, exceeding all former and endlessly
postponed and finally cancelled disclosure projects. Our deadline is 2013-12-21, so the winter solstice. If everything is successful, this will be an
unforgettable Christmas. And the most spectacular, worldwide observable and official event since the cataclysm of Atlantis. About our final
course and about the fate of the remnants of Comet ISON, no definitive decision has been made yet. Father / Mother has the ultimate mandate
concerning this mission. This mission will be succesful anyway, because even at a distance of millions of kilometers, Phoenix is – also by
amateurs – easily recognizable as an alien spacecraft. For us as well, any future will be surprising and exciting.

Your contributions to this mission are cordially welcomed
We keep you well informed. I prefer to transmit my messages in various languages and via various channels. In order to reach more people and
in order to have the messages supply each other as far as style and content are concerned. As a former Chief Communications, I am surely
capable for this aspect of the mission. I am easily approachable. Some days before our Solar passage, many of you dreamed several times
about spaceships. Some, like Michael, even visited Phoenix in their astral bodies and were updated during that whole night. Although they had
forgotten the content of our conversations, they appeared to be sufficiently informed afterwards. Your main contribution will be to reassure
people, that they will be safe, whatever they might see in the sky or whatever will be told them via the regular media. Of course without being
intrusive. Important as well is, that their hearts will be as open as possible. In order that we will be welcome to disembarque among you publicly.
Such will be performed in smaller vessels, because Phoenix is far too large to land on Earth.
Your loving brother Hatonn – Chief Logistics Celestial Bodies

